If you are a follower of IHSGB on Facebook, you will know that a
number of our membership are crafty folk outside their Icelandic
Equine activities. We would like to take this opportunity to invite
anyone to bring along their own creations to the AGM and offer
all members the opportunity to order and purchase some of the
products our members make, with the opportunity to pick them up
at the AGM and save postage.

In addition to the official business of
this year's AGM we offer you:
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Pre-AGM Pub Lunch The Blue Bell Inn, Callow End is five minutes
walk from the AGM venue, and will be open for lunch before the
AGM. Reservations are advised but not always necessary.
Phone 01905 830261.
CHRISTMAS BRING & BUY BAZAAR Do your Christmas shopping in a
relaxed atmosphere and buy unique items made by our talented
Icey friends in GB to include:
 Halfkey Icelandics T-shirts/sweatshirts/hoodies
 Handcrafted items by Mo, (your Sleipnir editor)
 Parsons Rump hi viz items for your horse from Jan Parsons
 Carsons upcycling collection - lanterns, table display boxes
 Books, sourced by our very own publisher, Imogen Cooper
 Helena Levett's cartoon Christmas & greetings cards
 Heartfelt Solva - felted items and more made by Mic Rushen
 Cake/produce stall -get baking, bottling & bring yours to sell
 Second hand tack stall - If you can't come, but you can get
someone to bring it, label with your name, contact details &
price, and Fiona Tyson will deal with it for you
A talk by Fi Pugh at the AGM - "a personal perspective on training
Icelandic horses" Fi will give a practical demo at 1030 on Sunday
morning to illustrate some of the points in her talk on Saturday.
Please join Ian & Fi for refreshments at the house afterwards.
Post- AGM Pub Meal A table has been booked at the The Blue Bell
Inn, Callow End for 7pm on Saturday 18th November. If you would
like to stay for dinner after the AGM, please let Ian Pugh
(ian@oldhillsicelandics.co.uk) know by 31st October 2017 so that he
can confirm numbers with the Pub. The menus will be circulated
during the AGM so that a pre-order can be sent in.
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